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Dear Animal friends        February 2019 
 
 

 
 

Many thanks to 
  

MILLENIUM VENTURE SAMUI 
COMPANY, 105/5 Moo1 Maret 

 
for their huge Meat-Donation! 

 
 
 

   

 
Totally unexpected they contacted our manager Wit and informed him about the huge donation they 
were about to make. Of course we never expected such a huge amount of sausages, ham, meat balls, 
chicken wings, bacon and much more for our dogs.  
Honestly speaking, we were a little overwhelmed at first. Our freezers could only fit a small amount so 
we immediately started cooking. We bought a huge new pot which we cooked with for about 5 days 
straight through and one helper even did a night shift. Of course we had several feeding-parties in 
between. The dogs were in heaven! We now have enough stock for two weeks and do not have to buy 
any – which of course is great.  

So THANK YOU AGAIN VERY MUCH!!. 
Please call us or come by our office in Chaweng or the big shelter in Baan Taling Ngam if you 

think you can help by giving one of our many souls a new home –  
THANK YOU! 

 
 
 

Operation list January 2019 
 

 

Dog (Female) Dog (Male) Cat (Female) Cat (Male) Other Total 

97 17 18 6 32 170 

Thank you very much for all your help. We hope we can count on your continued support so that we can 
make even more progress in the future. We believe our efforts to make Koh Samui more animal-friendly 
have made it a happier and safer place for tourists, for which the tourists are grateful. Our four-legged 
friends are most grateful for your contribution!   
 

Best wishes  
Brigitte and The DRCS - Team 
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